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English
Samples
These are the Practice Questions of the PPAA for Grade 4. With these questions,
you will show how well you can understand and use English.
The practice questions include the following sections: Listening, Reading, and
Writing/Language. For each question, mark the letter of the correct answer on your
answer sheet.
Now look at Sample A.

A Yesterday, I went with my mother to the park. The flowers
●
in the park were very pretty. We saw yellow, orange, and
purple flowers. We walked around for over an hour.
Which sentence is an OPINION?
A “Yesterday, I went with my mother to the park.”
*B “The flowers in the park were very pretty.”
C “We saw yellow, orange, and purple flowers.”
D “We walked around for over an hour.”
The correct answer is B, The flowers in the park were very pretty. On your
answer sheet, you can see that the circle for B is filled in.
Now do the next sample on your own. Read the question and choose the correct
answer. Then, mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.

B Choose the word that belongs in the blank.
●
The

is cold.

A milk
B mil
C mick
D mik
The correct answer is A, milk. The circle for A should be filled in on your answer sheet.
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Grade 4 - English

With these practice questions, you will show how well you can understand spoken English.
Directions: In this practice session, you will listen to a passage. Then, listen to and answer the
questions. Mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.

1 How does the girl hope to make

3 Which word BEST describes the girl

money?
A by selling chickens

in the passage?
A careful

B by making baskets

B rich

C by making eggs

C lucky

D by selling eggs

D greedy

2 Which event happens LAST in the
passage?
A A girl is walking.
B All the eggs break.
C A girl has a basket full of eggs.
D Chickens hatch from the eggs.
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Grade 4 - English

Directions: With these practice questions, you will show how well you can read and
understand written English. There is one reading selection and some questions. For each
question, mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.

Zoo Web Page
Home
Events Calendar
Story Time
Flamingo Fiesta
Discovery Day
Animal Art

City Zoo
“Where Animals Are Our Friends”
Events

Flamingo Fiesta!
Come meet the newest members of our zoo family,
The Flamingos
Saturday, April 14, 2007
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. at the new Flamingo Habitat
Zoo admission is free for all children under the age of 12!
Flamingo Facts
Flamingos are found in the warm,
tropical, watery regions on many
continents. Flamingos live in lagoons,
or lakes, where there is lots of mud and
water.
With their long legs and webbed feet,
flamingos will stomp on the muddy
bottom of lakes to mix the food
particles with the water. Flamingos
lower their heads into the water,
upside-down, and use their large beaks
to filter, or separate, small food items
from the water.
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Did You Know?
♦ Flamingos live in groups called
colonies to help protect themselves
from predators.
♦ Young flamingos are born gray and
white and do not turn pink for two
years.
♦ Flamingos have little or no sense
of smell.
♦ Flamingos often stand on one leg to
conserve body heat.
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4 Which text includes an OPINION
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6 Which sentence gives a FACT from the

from the Web page?
A “Zoo admission is free for all children
under the age of 12!”

Web page about how flamingos protect
themselves?
A They live in watery areas.

B “Flamingos have little or no sense of
smell.”

B They live in colonies.

C “Where Animals Are Our Friends”

C They often stand on one leg.
D They have little sense of smell.

D “Flamingos live in lagoons, or lakes,
where there is lots of mud and water.”

7 In the “Flamingo Facts” section, what
5 The Morales family has two children
aged four and eleven. How much
would they pay for their children to
enter the zoo?
A The children can enter free of charge.
B Each child would pay the same as an
adult.

does the word stomp mean?
A to perform a dance
B to walk heavily
C to get wet and muddy
D to grab hold

C Only the eleven year old would pay
admission.
D Children under the age of twelve are
not allowed.
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Grade 4 - English

8 Read this sentence from the Web page.
“Flamingos lower their heads into the
water, upside-down, and use their
large beaks to filter, or separate, small
food items from the water.”
Which word helps the reader
understand the meaning of the word
filter?
A water
B lower

10 What is the MAIN topic of this Web
page?
A an interesting new addition to the city
zoo
B an explanation of how flamingos live
in the wild
C a lesson about how to make friends
with zoo animals
D an explanation of why flamingos live
in warm weather

C beaks
D separate

11 A. Describe how flamingos use their
long legs.

9 In the “Did You Know” section, what
does the word conserve mean?
A to allow
B to choose

B. Support your answer with
information from the reading
selection.
Remember to answer all parts of the
question on your answer sheet.

C to save
D to learn
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Grade 4 - English

Directions: With these practice questions, you will show how well you understand how to
write English. For each question, mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet.

Read the following selection and answer questions 12 and 13.

Dairy Farms

(1) In Puerto Rico, there are more dairy farms today than ever before. (2) The
cows must be fed, and they must have water to drink. (3) The farmer must keep the
cows comfratible. (4) Cows produce about six gallons of milk each day. (5) Some
can produce 25 gallons!
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12 How should the error in sentence 3 be
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14 Read the paragraph.

corrected?
A Change “The” to the.
B Change “farmer” to farmar.
C Change “comfratible” to
comfortable.
D Change the period (.) to a question
mark (?).

(1) Luis looked out the window
at the beautiful summer day.
(2) He went outside to play with
his friends. (3) They played all
afternoon.
Which sentence goes BEST after
sentence 1?
A He cleaned the dirty window.
B The sky had many dark clouds.

13 What is the underlined word in
sentence 4?
A a verb

C The sky had a bright, shiny sun.
D He ate a juicy mango from a tree.

B a noun
C an adjective
D a preposition
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Grade 4 - English

15 Read the paragraph.

17 Choose the sentence that is correct.
A To me you are listening.

(1) My grandparents live on
the sixth flore of an apartment
building. (2) I like to visit them
when I can. (3) I take the elevator
up to their apartment. (4) They are
always very happy to see me.
Which sentence contains a spelling
error?
A sentence 1
B sentence 2
C sentence 3
D sentence 4

B Are you listening to me?
C Are you listening to me!
D Are you listening to me,

18 Read the following sentence.
____________ is my favorite season of
the year.
Choose the word that belongs in the
blank.
A Sprang
B Sprung
C Spring

16 Read the following sentence.

D Spreng

Aunt María took us to the movies.
What part of speech is the word
María?
A a verb
B an adverb
C an adjective
D a proper noun
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